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Microwave generated Plasma as UV-Source for the Disinfection of Water/
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The efficiency of the classical UV disinfection (254nm) which is based on the damage

the DNA of micro-organisms can be diminished by bacterial repair mechanisms. A

possibility to solve this problem exists in the application of additional issue lines in the

UVC/B area. Other cell components (proteins, membranes) are also thereby damaged

beside the DNA what leads to a more actual killing of the micro-organisms. 

The aim of the project was, the development of the highly competitive UV source which

emit based on the discharge of excimer gases (noble gas halogens), light in the UVC/B

spectrum. For this purpose a microwave generated plasma source was built, which was

electrode free and because of the high plasma density high intensity of light was

expected. 

Therefore, a plasma source generated with microwaves was built up for the use as a

UV source. As a gas filling different gas mixtures which emit light in the excited state in

the wavelength range between 200nm and 300nm spectral lines were used. In

particular excimer excitation should be used to generate a broad spectrum in the

mentioned wavelength range with high intensity. For this we varied the geometry of the

lamps, the lamp material and the gas fillings. The UV spectrum and the energy

effectiveness of the ultraviolet rays were determined in the range between 200nm and

300nm. It can be shown that microwave generated plasma is suitable for this

application with very good results in killing the micro-organism. 

In this paper the operation principle is presented in combination with disinfection effects

on selected microorganism. At least optimisations in regard to the effectiveness will be

discussed.
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